SEILING PUBLIC SCHOOLS
PRELIMINARY BACK TO SCHOOL PLAN 2020-2021

The goal of the back to school plan is to reopen our school buildings and classrooms in a safe and healthy manner in an effort to allow teaching and learning to take place.

---

Protective facemasks are allowed, but not required at this time.

---

Students and staff will be temperature screened daily before entering buses and/or buildings. Any person with a 100 degree temp. or above will not be allowed on buses or in school buildings.

---

Social distancing protocols will be followed whenever possible in school buildings and buses.

---

Proper hand washing will be taught and reinforced, hand sanitization stations will be available throughout the school and at every entrance.

---

Cleaning and sanitizing efforts will be increased. The new school is equipped with Makeup Air Units (MAU), these units are large air handlers that condition 100% outside air for interior use as an alternative to recirculating stale air that could carry odors, bacteria, and viruses. The school is also newly equipped with electrostatic sanitizers which are the new standard in infection control.

---

Water fountains will be closed, but students will have access to water bottle filling stations. Students are encouraged to bring their own water bottles.
LEARNING FRAMEWORK OPTIONS

TRADITIONAL

Classes are taken on-site and are taught by Seiling Public School teachers. Classes are provided during a traditional school day.

*Traditional learning students will transition to virtual in the event of an individual student quarantine, or an outbreak which requires school closure.

VIRTUAL

Classes are taken online and are taught/monitored by SPS teachers. Curriculum is provided through Google Classroom, as well as other digital curriculum platforms used in the traditional classroom and provided by the school.

*This option requires an application and meeting with your building principal.